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The state-of-the-art in speech recognition accuracy has advanced substantially in recent years through the use of deep
learning techniques within the field of machine learning and neural networks. The typical approach for deep net-based
speech recognition requires large amounts of memory and processing power forcing the solutions to exist in the cloud.
Sensory has been a pioneer in the use of embedded neural network-based speech recognition, having used this
approach for over 20 years. Throughout this time Sensory has focused on engineering and optimizing for small
footprint and minimal MIPS. Custom designed and developed with over 50 person-years effort using deep learning
techniques, Sensory’s team of speech technologists have introduced the first embedded large vocabulary continuous
speech recognizer with state of the art cloud performance.
Many applications don’t need, or don’t want to rely on, a cloud based connection to do high performance speech
recognition. Others seek a client/cloud distributed system with optimal performance. Still others have tried
embedded solutions that were too slow or lacked accuracy. TrulyNatural is the solution for these needs.
Sensory uses a unique form of a neural network with deep learning to achieve acoustic models an order of magnitude
smaller than the present state-of-the-art. These neural networks employ the most recent breakthroughs in speech
feature extraction to produce superior accuracy in real world noise. Combining this with a small Finite State
Transducer (FST) enables storage and accurate processing of multiple large search domains as required in today’s
market.

Best accuracy, flexibility, and fastest search retrieval on a client
TrulyNatural has been benchmarked in a music retrieval task to deliver <8% word error rates (WER)
for 1 million entries on a small footprint client. That’s best-in class performance on any platform, as the few other
solutions that can approach this accuracy are targeting cloud servers or powerful PCs. Once the search is complete
the actual data such as songs must be retrieved for playback. Once again Sensory uses a unique, tiny and fast approach
known as “bag of words” to find and retrieve the song for play. The “bag of words” approach insures accuracy even
when loud noises interfere, when users don’t say things exactly right, or when the “um’s” occur in speech.
The combination of a powerful FST search engine and the flexibility of language models with “bag of words”
look-up also enables command and control of mobile applications. The user can control with many different natural
expressions to achieve the desired result - Truly Natural!

Scalable Size and Features with variable FST’s, Models, and Info Retrieval
TrulyNatural identifies and builds only the primary “engines” (micro FST subunits) necessary for a complete FST that
does the search request (such as recognizing music requests). The micro FSTs are then tied together during a real-time
user request, to complete the FST search. This reduces FST storage by more than an order of magnitude and
dramatically reduces the time required to do client-based static builds of micro FSTs without impacting search
response time. Fast builds and user request processing are both required for user satisfaction. TrulyNatural also offers a
scalable solution which can create a full embedded recognizer in less than 1 MB of memory that can recognize up
to 1000 words, or more sophisticated FST’s and robust parsing combined with document retrieval to enable a natural
language interface for specific domains in under 100MB of memory.
In Summary:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural - capable of allowing users to speak to their devices naturally as they would to another person
Consistent - the solution works exactly as it should with or without an internet connection
Scalable - ideal for smaller footprint device requiring vocabularies of hundreds of words in under 1 MB
of memory to smartphones, cars, and robots that require more natural language interfaces that still
fit on device
Fast - with search taking place on the client device instead of the cloud, requests are processed
without delay. Because Sensory has focused on reduced MIP implementations, the result is a faster
response time with any given power level.
Accurate - delivers an industry’s best <8% word error rates (WER) for 1 million entries using native
speakers. Better than many published benchmarks for cloud based solutions.
Flexible - TrulyNatural can be used in combination or without cloud based solutions, and can take
industry standard components for language models to make development faster and easier.
Grammar’s and language can be used separately or together.

Software Development Kits & O.S. Support:
Contact Sales@sensory.com for current availability status

Language modeling, languages, and compatibility with market tools
TrulyNatural solutions are driven by language models that reflect the natural way a large variety of users will request
a search for client data. These are statistically driven models to ensure naturalness and necessarily require a large
amount of use case data to train. Fortunately, Sensory’s FSTs are designed to be compatible with well-known open
source language model tools such as OpenFST and Kaldi, and are compatible with standards such as the ATT FSM.
This allows developers to leverage previous language model work on legacy FST solutions and take advantage of the
superior naturalness, size, accuracy and speed of Sensory’s TrulyNatural solutions for mobile clients!
Sensory has acoustic models available for US English, Mandarin, Korean, Japanese, UK English, French, Italian, German,
Portuguese, Spanish and Russian, and many under development.

